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-Changing-State/Changing-(optical) look Seyferts (Shappee+14, LaMassa+15, 
MANY MORE!!!)

Driven by major changes in LBol/LEdd
Probes accretion structure as a function of LBol/LEdd (thin, ADAF, puffy disks)

“Extreme-variability” accretion events

Shappee+ (2014)
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(Trakhtenbrot+ 2019a)

-Changing-State/Changing-(optical) look Seyferts  (Shappee+14, LaMassa+15, 
MANY MORE!!!)

Driven by major changes in LBol/LEdd
Probes accretion structure as a function of LBol/LEdd (thin, ADAF, puffy disks)

-Transient “flares” in radio-quiet Seyferts (Trakhtenbrot+ 2019a)

“Extreme-variability” accretion events
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“Extreme-variability” accretion events

(Trakhtenbrot+ 2019b)

-Changing-State/Changing-(optical) look Seyferts (Shappee+14, LaMassa+15, 
MANY MORE!!!)

Driven by major changes in LBol/LEdd
Probes accretion structure as a function of LBol/LEdd (thin, ADAF, puffy disks)

-Transient “flares” in radio-quiet Seyferts (Trakhtenbrot+ 2019a)

-TDEs in already-active galaxies 
Observational properties of both TDEs and AGN/quasars
1ES1927+654 (Trakhtenbrot+ 2019b; Ricci+2020); Neustadt+ (2020), 
Frederick+ (2021)
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Open questions…. 

How do the various emission components (disk, BLR, X-ray corona, soft X-ray excess) interact 
with each other, and respond during major changes in LBol/LEdd? 

Which mechanisms are at work?  
Disk instability, e.g., radiation-pressure limit-cycle instability (Eardley & Lightman 1974, 
Saxton+ 2015, Śniegnowska+ 2022)? 
Propagating hot/cold fronts in inner disk? (Ross+ 2018):

eROSITA: channel to detect events as they 
are occurring via major changes in X-ray flux 
between eRASS scans

Dedicated multi-λ followups for selected 
individual targets ⟶ track response/
formation of flow components (corona, 
disk, BLR)

(Ross+ 2018)
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The most luminous extragalactic transient so far in eRASS; F(0.2-2 keV) ~ 1.8 ×10-11 erg cm-2 s-1. 
X-ray flaring coincides with optical brightening/plateau/decay detected with GAIA, late 2020.

D. Homan et al.: eRASSt_234402: Discovery of Luminous X-ray ignition

Fig. 6. Optical and infrared photometric data on J234402 over the past five years. The light curve shows a relatively quiescent state interrupted by
a sharp flare, followed by a plateau and subsequent decay. The data are not host subtracted. The downward arrows represent 3� upper limits in the
ATLAS data-set. All data include statistical uncertainties. For most points on our data-set, the statistical uncertainties are too small to be visible in
this plot.

S/N<3 do not provide a reliable magnitude and are represented
as 3� upper limits. We make use of two ATLAS data products.
The first is the di↵erence photometry, in which the pre-ignition
flux (dominated by the host galaxy) has been subtracted. The
second is the measurements based on the normal reduced im-
ages only, which contain flux from host galaxy as well as the
brightened nucleus. We will use the di↵erence photometry as a
measure of the host-subtracted flux, isolating the contribution of
the transient. As the o and c filters are not included in the fil-
ter de-reddening corrections presented by Schlafly & Finkbeiner
(2011), we make an estimate of the attenuation for these filters.
We simulate a reddened signal, based on a flat spectrum, and
convolve this with the filter transmission curves. We take the ra-
tios of the original (non-attenuated) and reddened signals as a
crude approximation of the flux lost to absorption. The correc-
tions applied to the o and c magnitudes in our data-set are 0.027
and 0.039 mag respectively.

To improve the signal to noise the ATLAS light curves are
re-binned to combine data from single nights, using a weighted
average for the flux and errors. We subsequently convert to mag-
nitudes. For the Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) data,
we extracted the G-band magnitudes from the Gaia Alerts web
server3. The G-band functions as a white light filter (⇠300–1100
nm). Using the same procedure as for the ATLAS filters, we find
a reddening correction of 0.03 for the Gaia G-band.

The Gaia and ATLAS light curves show that the ignition in
November 2020 is a clear break in an otherwise rather stable
output from J234402. However, we cannot exclude the presence
of low-level variability (< 0.3 mag) prior to the ignition. The
ATLAS o-band light curve in particular show considerable scat-
ter, as well as smaller peaks, such as around MJD 58839. These
peaks are not correlated with lunar phases (a possible cause for
apparent brightening) and appear to be intrinsic to the source.

3.1.2. New Optical Follow-up

J234402 was monitored with the 0.4m PROMPT6 telescope, op-
erated as part of Skynet (an introduction of this network is pro-
vided in Martin et al. 2019), using Johnson B and R filters. These

3 http://gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/alerts/home

observations provided nine additional epochs to the light curve.
The images were reduced in the standard manner (bias correc-
tion, flat-fielding) and the fluxes were extracted using 3 arc-
sec apertures, using 20–25 arcsec annulus to establish the back-
ground.

3.1.3. Archival POSS2 Data

J234402 was observed with the UK Schmidt telescope in the
POSS2 B band in 1985 (MJD 46267) and the POSS2 R band in
1997 (MJD 50691). The blend of the three Southern sources was
identified as a single target for the 2dFGRS (Colless et al. 2003).
We make use of the magnitudes calculated for the SuperCOS-
MOS Survey (Hambly et al. 2001) and compensate for blending
in the POSS-B image (see Section B for further details). We find
that the POSS2-B magnitude for J234402 is 18.2 and POSS2-
R magnitude is 16.9. The apparent magnitudes of the object in
the POSS2 data agree with the relatively quiescent state (com-
pared to the ignition) that we observe in the pre-ignition data
from modern surveys.

3.1.4. XMM-Newton Optical Monitor

The XMM-Newton Optical Monitor (OM) observed J234402
with five exposures, simultaneous with the X-ray observation.
Each observation was made both in image and fast mode, using
the UVM2 filter (e↵ective wavelength 231 nm). The first two ex-
posures were 1200 s each; the final three were 2500 s each. We
reduced the data using omichain and omfchain, which are part
of XMM_SAS. These routines perform flat-fielding, source de-
tection, and aperture photometry for each individual exposure.
They also combine all exposure images into a mosaiced image
and perform source detection and aperture photometry on the
mosaiced image. The resulting values are corrected for detector
dead time.

We verified that the source was detected in each exposure,
confirmed that the source was not too close to the edge of the
window in fast mode, and established that there were no obvious
imaging artefacts in any image mode exposure. We find that the
mean UVM2 OM count rate is 1.65 ct s�1, which corresponds
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These are all Vega mags, correct? (since ATLAS uses AB)
Worth it to mention in the caption that these are all corrected for Galactic extinction?

The amount of scatter
in ATLAS o seems to suddenly decrease near 2019.7;
presumably this is due to some technical improvement
applied to the telescope? 

1) Very luminous transient: TDE-in-an-AGN?                       
D. Homan+ (2023, A&A, 672, A167); A. Malyali+ (in prep.)

eRASS1 eRASS2 eRASS4eRASS3

(Homan+ 2023)
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Characteristics of a TDE in X-rays: 
Ultra-soft X-ray spectrum (𝝘~5) ; rapid flux decay

D. Homan et al.: eRASSt_234402: Discovery of Luminous X-ray ignition

Fig. 1. Overview of the X-ray data collected on J234402, starting from the detection of the ignition event with eROSITA in November 2020.
The 3� upper limit of the eRASS1 scan in May 2020 was 1.1 ⇥10�13 erg cm�2 s�1. The flux evolution over time is significant, showing both
an overall decrease and large fluctuations on shorter timescales. To illustrate the magnitude of the variability on the shortest timescales, the light
curves of individual eRASS2 scans and for the XMM-Newton data, binned to 500s, are included in insets. In both the inset of the eROSITA light
curve and the inset of the XMM-Newton light curve, the ticks on the horizontal axes mark intervals of hours. On the right vertical axis we show
the log10(LX/[erg s�1]) values associated with the observed flux. To calculate these values, we assumed a photon index of 5.1, as found for the
combined NICER data.

ond eROSITA All-Sky Survey (eRASS1 and eRASS2). The
eROSITA position of the event is R.A., decl.= 356.012006,
�35.444263 (J2000) with an uncertainty of 0.000305 degree
on each coordinate. We identified a point source at a distance
of 2.5 arcsec with the coordinates R.A., Dec. = 356.012207,
�35.444948 as the optical counterpart. The eROSITA data pre-
sented here are from pipeline version c947 and we have made
use of HEASOFT v6.28 (XSPEC 12.11.1).

The object was not detected in eRASS1 (24–25 May 2020),
with a 3� sensitivity limit of f3�,0.2�2keV = 1.12 ⇥ 10�13

erg cm�2 s�1. However, in eRASS2 (27–29 November 2020)
the source was discovered with a 0.2–2 keV flux of (1.76 ±
0.13) ⇥ 10�11 erg cm�2 s�1. The eROSITA fluxes are listed in
Table 1, which provides an overview of all X-ray fluxes found
in our follow-up programme. A single eRASS epoch comprises
multiple scans that last approximately 40 seconds, covering the
same sky position at intervals of 4 hours. As the satellite was af-
fected by a technical issue, there are only three individual scans
for which we could extract flux data within the eRASS2 epoch.
The values for the individual scans are shown in Table 2. The
eRASS2 fluxes show remarkable variability, dropping by ⇠1/3
over 4 hours between the first and second scan.

The spectrum for the eRASS2 observation is shown in Fig-
ure 2. The spectrum is very soft, with most counts below 0.5 keV.
We fit the combined eRASS2 spectrum with a range of models
and find that a model consisting of two black-bodies modified by
Galactic absorption (tbabs*(zbbody+zbbody)) provides the best
fit, with �2 = 140.66 for 108 dof. The black-body temperatures
in this fit are 100 ± 5 eV and 38 ± 4 eV. The spectrum and the
best-fit model are shown in Figure 2.

2.2. XMM-Newton

The XMM-Newton observation of J234402 took place on 22 De-
cember 2020 (MJD 59203), with an exposure of 14 ks. The data

Fig. 2. Binned eROSITA spectrum of J234402 for the eRASS2 observa-
tion (28–29 November 2020). The spectrum is very soft, a characteristic
confirmed in all our observations. Included in red is the best-fit model,
consisting of two redshifted black bodies, corrected for Galactic absorp-
tion.

are reduced with the the SAS package (18.0.0) and HEASOFT
(v6.24) using the standard settings for point sources. Small win-
dow mode is used and pile-up does not a↵ect the observations.
We create a standard source and background spectrum for each
of pn, MOS1, and MOS2. To test the impact of the background
level on the spectral analysis, we reduce the data trying both a
conservative and a more relaxed cut, to eliminate times with high
backgrounds. This results in good time intervals for pn of 6.3
ks (⇠27,000 pn net counts) and 8.1 ks (⇠34,000 pn net counts),
respectively. As there are no significant di↵erences in best-fit
model parameters, we use the more relaxed cut for our analysis.
The spectra are grouped with a minimum binning of 20 counts
per bin. For the pn, we extracted single (pattern 0) and double
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1) Very luminous transient: TDE-in-an-AGN?                       
D. Homan+ (2023, A&A, 672, A167); A. Malyali+ (in prep.)

(Homan+ 2023)

Characteristics of an AGN in optical: 
Broad Balmer lines 
Strong [O III], [N II], [SII]: recent past AGN activity

TDE-like accretion in a low-luminosity AGN?  
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2) Comptonization-driven flaring event (S. Krishnan+, in prep.)

eRASS 3→4: F(0.2-5 keV) increased by 6
eRASS 4→5: F(0.2-5 keV) decreased by 3; UVM2 drops by 4

Flare in an already persistently-accreting Seyfert
Followups with XMM, NICER, optical spectroscopy (SAAO, SALT, VLT)

(Krishnan+, in prep.)
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LBol/LEdd drops by ~4 :
Major spectral variability in soft X-ray warm-Comptonized component
Warm Comptonized corona: optical depth increases by ~1.5; 
Geometric extent of coronae increase

Opt/UV/X SED fits with “AGNSED” warm+hot Comptonization model:

2) Comptonization-driven flaring event (S. Krishnan+, in prep.)

Flare

Post-Flare

Post-
Flare

Flare

(Krishnan+, in prep.)
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He II λ4686: originates at smaller radii than Balmer lines (stronger “responsivity”)

2) Comptonization-driven flaring event (S. Krishnan+, in prep.)

[OIII]
Hβ

He II

[OIII]

(Krishnan+, in prep.)
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He II λ4686: originates at smaller radii than Balmer lines (stronger “responsivity”)

2) Comptonization-driven flaring event (S. Krishnan+, in prep.)

[OIII]
Hβ

He II

[OIII]

(Krishnan+, in prep.)
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Changing-Obscuration/ Changing X-ray-Look AGN

Evolution of torus models from “smooth donut” to                                        “clumpy/
cloudy”  (see review by Ricci & Trakhtenbrot 2022)

IR:
SED modeling of dust (Ramos Almeida+ 2011, 2014) 
Emission/absorption distributions of 9.7 & 18 um Si features (e.g., Hatziminaoglou+ 2015)

X-rays:
Major changes in soft X-ray flux associated with variable line-of-sight obscuration 

Column density NH confirmed to vary on timescales from hours to years in a couple dozen 
Seyferts so far — both optical types 1 & 2
(Risaliti+ 2002, 2009, 2011; Markowitz+ 2014; Zaino+ 2020, A. Gonzalez’s talk Monday; 
many others!…)

Unobscured ⟷ Compton-thin obscured ⟷ Compton-thick obscured

Xray var.: Probes connections between BLR & dusty torus structures (Elitzur+ 2007)

(credit: R. Nikutta)
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eRASS1 eRASS2 eRASS4eRASS3 eRASS5

3) First AGN Cloud Occultation Events discovered 
with eROSITA: Markowitz+ (in prep.)

Soft X-ray variations by >10 on timescales of 6-12 months
Followups with XMM, Swift, B-band, SALT, VLT, SAAO
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XMM follow-up spectra:

High state / eRASS4: Unobscured

1st dip / eRASS2-3: Compton-thin 
partial-covering obscuration

2nd dip/ eRASS5: Moderately 
Compton-thick partial-covering 
obscuration

3) First AGN Cloud Occultation Events discovered 
with eROSITA: Markowitz+ (in prep.)

1st occultation: NH ~ 8e21 cm-2, fcov ~ 65%,   310 d < ΔT < 540 d 
2nd occultation: NH ~ 2e23 cm-2, fcov ~ 75%, ΔT > 410 d
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Optical/UV SED: No reddening due to dust

Optical spectra (SALT, VLT, SAAO-1.8m): no change in Balmer decrement

Hβ width →  MBH = 4e9 M⦿ 
RBLR(Hβ) ~ 110 lt. days

Constraints on 𝜉, ΔT ⟶ Rcloud ~ 170 lt-days   

Transits by compact, non-dusty clouds commensurate with optical BLR 
in a high-mass Seyfert.

3) First AGN Cloud Occultation Events discovered 
with eROSITA: Markowitz+ (in prep.)
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Work done or in progress for individual transient events: 

TDE in a low-luminosity AGN: (D. Homan+, 2023, A&A, 672, A167)
Characteristics of both accretion channels simultaneously.
The boundary between “TDE accretion” and “AGN accretion” can be blurred!

Flare in a RQ Seyfert: (S. Krishnan+, in prep.)
Confirming thermal Comptonization driving variable soft excess
Changing-look broad He II λ4686 line; transient Hβ inflow?

Multi-band flaring RQ Seyfert/CLAGN: (T. Saha+, in prep.)  
CLAGN: Sy 1.9 → 1 →1.9 during a temporary flare; diskline accretion geometry  
No soft X-ray excess! 
IR dust echo!
SEE POSTER!

A Changing-Obscuration Seyfert 1: (A. Markowitz+, in prep.)
Supporting clumpy-torus models; likely tracking individual BLR clouds  
First (likely) BLR cloud occultation events in an ultra high-mass AGN

Other targets: we continue follow-up monitoring programs, constrain response 
timescales, track BLR/disk/corona evolution…
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